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A SUCCESSION PLAN 
HE’S STILL HERE? 

1 CORINTHIANS 12; ROMANS 12:6-8; EPHESIANS 4:11-13 
JUNE 6, 2021 

 
It’s important for a leader to have a succession plan in place.  

Businesses, nonprofits, government institutions, churches,  
all should think about succession planning.  

The most successful leaders and organizations do it well. 
For instance, Bill Gates was the CEO of Microsoft for many years. 

But he and the board of directors worked out a succession plan,  
and he has been ably succeeded by Steve Ballmer. 
The company has carried on well under Ballmer’s leadership.  

Warren Buffett, the CEO of Berkshire Hathaway,  
has picked Greg Abel, the Vice Chair of the Board, to be his successor.  
But not yet. 

Buffett still has the corner office.  
I wonder if that situation is sometimes uncomfortable.  

Does Greg wonder when Buffett will finally officially step down? 
Is Buffett allowing him to take a bit more responsibility every quarter or so? 
Does he sometimes want to step in and say,  

“DON’T do that”?  
The new guy is here, and the old guy is here. 

How well does that work?  
It could be good. 
It could be awkward.  

     I think it depends on the character of the individuals involved.    
Over the last few weeks we’ve been looking at Jesus’ succession plan.  

And we’ve seen the Bible makes it clear that WE, the CHURCH, are his succession plan.  
 He told his followers to stay put for a bit,  

to wait until the Holy Spirit was given them.  
And at that point they were to go out and be his witnesses to the ends of the earth. 

We are to carry on his ministry, all of it done in such a way as to point people to Jesus.  
 If we’re honest, we’ll have to admit, we are not up to that.  
  Jesus passing the baton to you and me would be like  

Tim Cook handing over the reins of Apple to the Three Stooges.  
We lack the character and the competence.  

Which is why Jesus’ succession plan was launched by the giving of his Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost.  
 The Holy Spirit comes to do something about both our character and our competence.  
  The character issue is addressed by what the Bible calls “the fruit of the Spirit…  

love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness,  
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.”          (Ga.5:22-23a)  

  Is such fruit growing in you?  
   Are you, over time, becoming more Christ-like in character?  
    If you’re not sure, ask your spouse.  
    In fact, if you ARE sure… ask your spouse.       
The Holy Spirit also addresses the competence issue. 

And that’s where I want to drill down today.  
 Paul wrote to the church in Corinth about how  

the Holy Spirit gives each and every Christian one or more abilities to serve in ministry.  
Together we are called “the body of Christ.” 
 The idea is that Jesus is still present and working in and through you and me. 
 We are the body of Christ,  

empowered by the Spirit of Christ,  
to continue the work of Christ on earth.  
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   We are Jesus’ succession plan,  
and in a sense he is still here.  

 Some in Corinth thought their God-given abilities were more important than others, 
  and some felt like they were not as important as others. 
  Paul wrote to set them straight and show them how  

the church needs every Christian employing whatever abilities God gave them.  
1 CORINTHIANS 12:1-3 
Notice: Every believer has the Holy Spirit.  
 “No one can say ‘Jesus is Lord’ except by the Holy Spirit.”  
 If you say “Jesus is Lord” and really mean it, you have the Holy Spirit.  
  In other words, if you are truly a Christian, you have the Holy Spirit.  
  No believer is left out.  
1 CORINTHIANS 12:4-11 
Each one is given a spiritual gift, an ability to serve the cause of Christ.  

In verse 6 Paul says, “all people.”  
In verse 7 “to each one.” 
In verse 11 it is again, “each one.” 

  Paul wants to make sure we do not miss the point.  
And we are all given our ministry abilities, our spiritual gifts, by the same Holy Spirit. 

So there are many different spiritual gifts,  
but they all come from the same source.  

And the Holy Spirit decides who gets which spiritual gifts.  
You don’t earn a particular gift by being more spiritual than others. 

 He’s leveling the playing field. 
  There is no inferior or superior spiritual gift.  
1 CORINTHIANS 12:12-13 
Here he unfolds the imagery to show us “the body of Christ” with all its many different body parts is the church!  
 The idea of a church “member” came from the word for a body part,  

a “member” of your body.  
It wasn’t just a name on a “membership roll,”  

but actively engaging in doing the work of the church in the world, 
being the body of Christ, doing the work of Christ.  

We are Jesus’ succession plan.  
  Since we have his Spirit, we become his active presence ministering on earth today.  
 And all those social and ethnic differences, Jew and Greek, slave or free,  

different skin colors, rich and poor,  
mean nothing to him.  

  We all have the same Spirit in us.  
Now Paul will continue using the idea of body parts with different functions  

to describe the life of the church and  
to prescribe how we ought to relate to one another.  

1 CORINTHIANS 12:14-20 
Some in the church felt unimportant,  

as if no one would miss them if they were absent or not doing their part.  
 The foot feels like it’s not important because it’s not a hand.  
  Well, try getting along without your foot!  
  At best, it’s a hindrance. 
 Consider your little toe, the smallest part of your foot. 
  Seems insignificant, right? 
  But you get up in the night to go to the bathroom. 
   You don’t want to turn on the light,  

so you stumble along in the dark,  
and you WHACK your toe on a door jamb.  

    What’s your response?  
     “Oh, it doesn’t matter.  
      It’s just my unimportant toe.” 
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     Nope.  
     Your whole body is affected!  
      And perhaps your vocabulary as well!  
 Every body part counts. 
  No body part is insignificant. 
  Just for a moment, think in medical terms. 
   What do you call it when a body part, say a leg or arm, does not function,  

but just hangs there limp? 
Paralysis.  
It’s not something we’d ignore as unimportant. 
It hinders life, and must be addressed.  

  If the body is to be whole and healthy and functioning 100%,  
every part matters.  

 If the church is to be whole and healthy and fully functioning,  
  every member must be employing their spiritual gifts in service.  
  Not just those up front with a teaching gift or a musical gift,  

but those in the back who can run the technology for a livestream,  
those who revel in being a hospitable presence out front,  
those who help corral children so they can enjoy children’s church time,  
 or lead a Sunday school class,  
make phone calls to people who were absent or sick, 
those who regularly pray for the church staff, volunteer leaders, and the many ministries,  
those who spend a Saturday morning cleaning up the prayer garden,  
those who are happy coming up in lonely hours to unlock doors and lock up after,  

or to empty trash cans. 
 Never think you and your abilities are insignificant to the work of God.  
  The church, the body of Christ,  

can be fully functioning only when every member is doing their part.  
That includes you and your abilities. 

But there were also others in the church in Corinth who thought they were superior to everyone else.  
 And Paul had some words for them as well.  
1 CORINTHIANS 12:21-26 
If the eye says to the hand, “I don’t need you…”  

Ok, let’s think medically again. 
A particular part of your body decides it is the most important of all,  

and it begins to grow…  
to grow beyond its proper place,  
growing so much it pushes other body parts out of place,  

even begins to take over their tissues.  
What do you call that? 

Cancer. 
It’s not right; it’s not healthy;  

it is dangerous to the health and life of the entire body.  
Such is the case of the person who thinks  

their spiritual gift is more important than that of anyone else,  
the person who thinks they and they alone are indispensable to the church.  

  In Corinth it seems those with gift of speaking in tongues  
thought they were the most spiritual of all;  
they looked down on others,  

and some others felt inferior.  
 To them Paul said: 
  Hold on there! 
  They eye can’t claim it doesn’t need the hand. 
  The head can’t claim it doesn’t need the feet.  
  Every body part needs all the others. 
   If all you have is an eye or a head,  
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you’ve got the makings of a bad horror movie, “The Eye That Saw Chicago,”  
but you don’t have the body of Christ.  

  Every body part needs all the others. 
   Each of us should value all the others accordingly.  
He wraps up the discussion of spiritual gifts with a list of gifts and a series of rhetorical questions.  
1 CORINTHIANS 12:27-31 
That’s one of his longest lists of gifts.  
 All to reemphasize our unity and equality in the body of Christ,  

despite our many different abilities to minister.  
 Did you notice that he listed tongues last… as if to play them down?      
There are a couple of other places where Paul discusses spiritual gifts.  
 They are shorter passages, but significant for a broader understanding of gifts.  
ROMAN 12:6-8 
It does not appear there was any controversy or problem related to spiritual gifts in the church in Rome.  

Paul’s main point seems to be:  
Whatever your spiritual gift, USE it.  

  These few verses remind me of Jesus’ parable of the talents.  
  To refresh your memory, a talent was a measure of money.  
  A rich man was going on a long journey. 
   So he left his money in the hands of three employees,  

so they could manage it on his behalf during his absence.  
   When he returned he called them in, one by one,  

to account for what they had done with his money.  
   Two of them had invested and doubled his money. 
    To them he said,  

“Well done, good and faithful servant!  
You have been faithful with a few things;  

I will put you in charge of many things. 
Come and share your master’s happiness!” 

   The third servant came and said,  
    “I was afraid of what you’d do to me if I invested and lost your money.  
     So I buried it. 
     Here is what is yours.”  
    To him the rich master said, 
     “You wicked, lazy servant! You think that of me?  

Then you should have put my money  
on deposit with the bankers,  

  so that when I returned  
I would at least have received it back  

with interest. 
Take the bag of gold from him and give it to the one who has ten bags. 
And throw that worthless servant outside,  

into the darkness,  
            where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.” (Mt.25:14-30) 

 Whatever God has put into your hands, your money, your abilities, use them! 
  Use them for him.  
Paul also wrote a few words about spiritual gifts to the church in Ephesus.  
 These gifts are what I refer to as “leadership gifts.”  
EPHESIANS 4:11-13 
Leadership gifts.  
People are given these gifts,  

not to entertain and/or serve everyone else,  
but to “equip God’s people for works of service.”  

 The primary job of those with leadership gifts is to  
recruit, train and deploy every other Christian in ministry,  

so the body of Christ can better approach full strength.  
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This flies in the face of the experience of many people in church. 
 In the course of history there came times when the church had to  

protect proper doctrinal teaching and proper observance of the sacraments,  
and they chose to do so through trained and officially ordained pastors.  

The problem is,  
more and more ministry was concentrated among the clergy,  

and eventually they were deemed “the ministers.”  
And lay people, members of the church,  

became consumers of ministry dispensed by the clergy.  
   And the meaning of the word “member,”  

as in members of a body with particular functions,  
was reduced to names on a roll.  

We have grown used to a consumer church,  
where our primary question is,  

“What’s the church going to do for me? 
Will they give me what I want?  

    Will they do things the way I like it?” 
   We even go “church shopping”  

to find out where we can get the best deal.  
  And I worry that perhaps our time in the COVID pandemic and lockdowns only made that worse. 
   Northwest Hills lived by the strength of  

our many members who found places to serve in the name of Jesus.  
The pandemic and lockdowns eliminated a lot of that for a substantial period of time.  
I’m afraid some people got used to just tuning in to the livestream on Sunday morning,  

comfortable in their fuzzy slippers, sipping coffee and eating bacon, 
and have forgotten that  

every one of us has a ministry that is needed  
if the church would operate as a healthy body.  

   We had so much trouble just getting a few people to help  
minister to our children in Children’s Church Time, and then Sunday school,  
and we’re still trying to find enough ushers and greeters for Sunday morning… 

Have we slipped back into that consumer mentality?  
 But the biblical truth stands: 
  We are ALL members of the body of Christ. 
  We ALL have the Holy Spirit. 
  We have ALL been given spiritual gifts to be used in ministry. 
  And as a church leader, I have the responsibility to point you back to that truth, 

and urge you to get back into the game.  
I’ve told of the tradition at Texas A&M of the Twelfth Man,  

but I’ll tell it again,  
because it so very beautifully illustrates this point that we are all needed.  

This is almost verbatim from the Texas A&M web page: 
“On Jan. 2, 1922, the heavily outgunned Aggies were facing  

the top-ranked Centre College Praying Colonels on the gridiron in the Dixie Classic in Dallas.  
An Aggie by the name of E. King Gill,  

a squad player for Texas A&M’s football team,  
was up in the press box helping reporters identify players on the field below —  

and what was happening on the field wasn’t pretty. 
The Aggies found themselves plagued by injuries,  

with their reserves seemingly dwindling with every play.  
As Texas A&M Coach Dana X. Bible looked across his rapidly emptying bench,  

he suddenly remembered Gill’s presence in the stands.  
Bible waved Gill down to the sideline and told him to suit up.  
Gill ran under the bleachers and  

put on the uniform of an injured running back… 
Gill returned to the sideline,  
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where he stood ready to play for the entirety of the game.  
When the last play was run,  

the Aggies found that they had pulled off  
one of the greatest upsets in college football history, winning the game 22-14. 

And Gill remained standing, the only player left on the team’s bench. 
Gill’s willingness to serve his team in 1922  

has passed down from generation to generation of Aggies for more than nine decades,  
as Texas A&M’s student section stands together  

during entire football and basketball games,  
a symbol of the 12th Man on the team.” 

If the church would be all that God calls us to be,  
you are needed. 
Not just to show up to watch the game.  
Not just to suit up. 
Not just to be willing. 
But to actually be out on the field, in the game.  

  Because we ARE Jesus’ succession plan.  
If you’re not sure where and how to serve… 

there are some things you can do that might offer you some guidance.  
 First, and most importantly, know yourself.  
                 Know yourself as you really are.  
                 Do you like to work alone or with a team? 
                 Are you task oriented or people oriented? 
                 Do you know what sorts of things come naturally to you? 
   Things you find easy, things that give you joy? 
                 Do you know which things are draining for you?  
   They don’t give you joy, and they wear you out?  
                 Do a personal inventory of those sorts of dynamics.  
   Write it down.  
   Search for a serving opportunity that fits you.  

Second, you can do a spiritual gifts inventory. 
  There are several of them available online, most if not all, free of charge.  
   Google “spiritual gifts inventory,”  

and you’ll get a number of options.  
   They are usually a series of questions about  

how you usual feel or act in response to particular circumstances.  
   There are no right or wrong answers. 
   It’s really important that you answer the questions honestly. 
    Not the way you think you’re supposed to,  

not the way you’d like to be,  
but the way you really are.  

   But sometimes a spiritual gifts inventory doesn’t turn up anything as a real strength. 
    That may be because you’ve never tried your hand at serving Christ.  
 So, the third thing to do is try your hand at a variety of serving opportunities.  
  Pay attention to how you function in each one  

and how you feel about each one.  
   When you are working in your sweet spot,  

it will be fruitful,  
and you will find yourself fulfilled. 

  When I first realized God was calling me to pastoral ministry,  
I fought him tooth and nail,  

primarily because I was scared to death of the prospect of  
having to do any public speaking.  

I’d only taken one speech class in my, in middle school,  
a stupid time to do that because  

middle schoolers are insecure anyway,  
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and I spent every day of class in a waking nightmare  
worrying about the next time I had to speak.  

I was in seminary when I was appointed to serve two little churches  
on the high plains of Northeastern Colorado.  
I dreaded stepping into the pulpit for the first time.  

I had no practice or experience under my belt.  
 Not even a preaching class.  
So, in preparation for my first sermon,  

I read, studied, prayed, wrote, rewrote, fretted and sweated,  
and had nightmares.  

The Saturday night before I could hardly get to sleep.  
Sunday morning I was nervous as a cat. 
Hymns had been sung, prayers prayed,  

and the time came for the sermon. 
One minute into my first sermon,  

I knew I was where God wanted me to be,  
doing what God wanted me to do.  

     I quickly discovered God had implanted in me a desire to  
communicate the gospel and try to make it hard for people  

to miss the point.  
     But prior to that moment, I had no idea.  
  If you don’t experiment,  

try a few things you’ve never tried before, 
you might never learn what spiritual gift or gifts God gave you.  

  By trying a few things you might be pleasantly surprised at what God put in you.  
   And who knows where that might take you in your Christian walk? 
   Someone in this room or online might be a future pastor,  

a worship leader, or some other sort of full time minister.  
   For the majority of you it won’t be vocational ministry,  

but volunteer ministry. 
   Either way, when you find the right place, you’ll know. 
    And you’ll be glad.  
    Because your ministry will be fruitful and you will be fulfilled. 
     Because other people are blessed and God is honored.  
 
Sermon notes:  
 
Jesus’ succession plan requires of us character and competence 
 
Holy Spirit addresses character (Ga.5:22-23a) 
 
Holy Spirit addresses competence (1Cor.12) 
 

Use your gifts (Ro.12:6-8: Mt.25:14-30) 
 

Leadership gifts to equip others (Ep.4:11-13) 
 
Discern your spiritual gifts to find your best serving opportunity. 
 


